Anthropogenic heat is an important component of the urban energy budgets that can affect land surface and atmospheric boundary layer processes. Representation of anthropogenic heat in numerical climate modeling systems is therefore important when simulating urban meteorology and climate and has the potential to improve weather forecasts, climate process studies, and energy demand analysis. Here, spatiotemporally dynamic anthropogenic heat data estimated by the Building Effects Parameterization and Building Energy Model (BEP-BEM) are incorporated into the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model system to investigate its impact on simulation of summertime rainfall in Beijing, China. Simulations of four local rainfall events with and without anthropogenic heat indicate that anthropogenic heat leads to increased rainfall over the urban area. For all four events, anthropogenic heat emission increases sensible heat flux, enhances mixing and turbulent energy transport, lifts PBL height, increases dry static energy, and destabilizes the atmosphere in urban areas through thermal perturbation and strong upward motion during the prestorm period, resulting in enhanced convergence during the major rainfall period. Intensified rainfall leads to greater atmospheric dry-down during the storm and a higher poststorm LCL.
Introduction
We live in a rapidly urbanizing world. This fact has motivated research in multiple fields concerned with environmental conditions in cities and the impact that cities have on the broader environment (Santamouris 2013; Wilby and Perry 2006) . One area of interest is the impact that cities have on local and regional climate, including precipitation, because of the influence that urban land cover and urban activities have on land-atmosphere interactions and conditions in the planetary boundary layer (PBL; Mahmood et al. 2014) . Researchers have investigated the spatiotemporal variability of surfaceatmosphere exchanges within and between cities through field measurements Grimmond et al. 2004; Masson et al. 2002) and numerical simulations (Arnfield 2003; Arnfield and Grimmond 1998; Chen et al. 2014; Miao et al. 2009 ). Besides the urban morphology, cities could also influence the regional turbulent and chemical transport through the waste heat and pollutant emissions. The impact of heat fluxes and pollutants on urban meteorology and air quality have been studied worldwide, including in China (Feng et al. 2012; Yu et al. 2014) , Japan (Narumi et al. 2009 ), the United States (Fan and Sailor 2005; Gutiérrez et al. 2013) , Australia (Simmonds and Keay 1997) , and European countries (Flanner 2009; Rosenfeld 2000) . These interactions have brought widely concerned climate issues such as the urban heat island (UHI) effect, the modification of rainfall frequency and pathways, and the climate-related threats to human health.
One key focus for these studies is the surface energy balance of urban surfaces, which is usually formulated as follows:
where R n is all-wavelength net surface radiation, H is sensible heat flux, LE is latent heat flux, G is ground heat flux, and Q A is net advection, which is generally assumed to be negligible relative to the other terms (Sailor 2011) . Variable Q F is anthropogenic heat (AH), a term that is often neglected in natural or sparsely populated settings but that can be a significant term in the surface energy balance in urban environments (Sailor 2011; Taha 1997) . Indeed, the magnitude of Q F has been found to be comparable to R n under some conditions (Hamilton et al. 2009; Nie et al. 2014) .
A number of studies have investigated the implications of AH on the thermal environment of cities. In a study of Tokyo, Ichinose et al. (1999) found that Q F in central Tokyo could be as large as 1590 W m 22 in winter and nearly 400 W m 22 in summer, leading to an increase in nocturnal air temperature of about 28-38C in winter and 1.58C in summer. Similarly, Bohnenstengel et al. (2014) found that AH can result in increases in the UHI intensity of London by 18 and 1.58C in May and December, respectively. In a study of Hangzhou, Chen et al. (2016) found Q F contributes to 65% and 17% of the UHI in winter and summer, respectively, using the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model (Skamarock et al. 2005 ) with a spatially heterogeneous anthropogenic heat dataset. Modeling studies that have accounted for Q F have found that including AH improves the simulation of urban temperatures when compared to available observations (Benson-Lira et al. 2016; Best and Grimmond 2016; Chen et al. 2016; Yu et al. 2014) .
A parallel line of research has addressed the influence that cities might have on local and regional precipitation. There is evidence that urbanization is associated with increased frequency of heavy rainfall in cities, as diagnosed in observational studies from the United States (Ashley et al. 2012; Changnon and Westcott 2002; Haberlie et al. 2015) and India (Kishtawal et al. 2010) , among others. A number of mechanisms have been proposed for this phenomenon, one of which is anthropogenic land-cover change. Pielke et al. (2007 Pielke et al. ( , 2011 present the most recent review and evidence of regional land use, including the impact of urban land-cover change on precipitation. Urban parameterizations in weather-forecasting models have shown that urban surface heterogeneity has the potential to influence surface temperature, vertical wind, and storm initiation (Lei et al. 2008; Nobis 2007) . The Metropolitan Meteorological Experiment (METROMEX) examined mesoscale effects of large cities on convective rainfall and concluded that enhancement of rainfall downwind of the city center could be attributed to both the UHI, which leads to reduced stability in the planetary boundary layer, and increased surface roughness (Cadet 1983; Thielen et al. 2000) . The presence of precipitation anomalies downwind of an urban center to the urban effect was also found in long-term studies of Oklahoma City (Hand and Shepherd 2009; Niyogi et al. 2006) and Indianapolis . The UHI was also identified as an important factor for enhanced convergence during precipitation events over cities in studies of Atlanta (Bornstein and Lin 2000) , New York City (Bornstein and LeRoy 1990) , Houston (Shepherd and Burian 2003) , and Nashville (Shepherd et al. 2002) .
At the same time, other studies have found that cities lead to reductions in precipitation. For instance, the expansion of impervious urban surfaces could diminish evapotranspiration and thus reduce atmospheric water vapor, resulting in less convective available potential energy (CAPE) and decreased summer rainfall (Zhang et al. 2009 ). It is also reported that cities could reduce rainfall through an urban building barrier effect, in which storms bifurcate around a city, resulting in less precipitation over the urban core (Guo et al. 2006) . Urban aerosols could also influence the precipitation processes, though the mechanism and direction of that influence is not yet known (Ryu et al. 2013; Yu et al. 2014) . Aerosols could promote rainfall because of increased availability of cloud condensation nuclei (CCN), favoring deeper cloud convection (Andreae et al. 2004; Diem and Brown 2003; Johnson 1982) , but they could also suppress rainfall by reducing incoming solar radiation, thus decreasing available energy for evaporating water and for energizing convective clouds (Ramanathan et al. 2001; Rosenfeld et al. 2008) .
Few studies have directly addressed the role that AH, via its influence on the UHI, might play in urban impacts on precipitation. Among them, two recent studies of Chinese cities produce contradictory results in the same area: Chen et al. (2016) found that the combined impact of urbanization and AH increased precipitation in Hangzhou city by 1.2% in winter and 14.4% in summer because of the enhancement of low-level convergence, while Feng et al. (2012) reported a noteworthy decrease in precipitation in the Yangtze River delta region (including Hangzhou city). It is also interesting to note that the combined factors of urbanization and AH may result in opposite impact on precipitation in different urban areas. For instance, though Feng et al. (2012) found that AH reduced precipitation in the Yangtze River delta region, they also found that combined effects of urbanization and AH increase summer precipitation by 26.9% in the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region. They do not identify any clear mechanism for the inconsistent effect on urban precipitation because of the complexity of the system and the relatively coarse resolution of analysis. One possible reason for this disagreement may be the simplified representation of AH by the urban canopy model (UCM) used in these studies: the normalized AH diurnal profile is fixed for all three urban categories and cannot respond to atmospheric conditions; in other words, the AH diurnal cycle will always peak at the same time no matter if it rains heavily or it is bright and sunny. In addition, recent work has shown that it is important to represent AH in a manner appropriate to the scale of analysis (Sailor et al. 2015) , which has not been considered in previous modeling studies. This points to the need for high-resolution modeling studies that include dynamic and spatial differentiable representation of AH pattern and that can be applied in a range of urban environments.
Here, to better understand the mechanism of AH impact on urban rainfall, we apply WRF to simulate summertime rainfall events in Beijing. Anthropogenic heat is simulated using the Building Effects Parameterization and Building Energy Model (BEP-BEM), which includes multilayer building-atmosphere interactions and can simulate spatial and temporal variability in AH as a function of meteorological conditions as well as fixed diurnal and land-use factors (Salamanca et al. 2010 ). This modeling system allows us to study the sensitivity of simulated precipitation to AH, to evaluate the impact that AH has on model performance relative to available observations, and to investigate mechanisms through which AH influences the convective environment.
Data and methodology
a. Description of the study area and simulation setup
The WRF Model, version 3.6.1, was applied to investigate the impact of anthropogenic heat on summertime precipitation in Beijing. WRF simulations in this study are conducted using three nested domains with horizontal grid increments of 9, 3, and 1 km, respectively ( Fig. 1a ). All the domains are centered at the Meridian Gate, Beijing (39.928N, 116.398E). The largest domain (D01) covers most of the northern China plain, the second domain (D02) includes Hebei Province and part of Shanxi and Shandong Provinces, and the innermost domain (D03) covers all of the Beijing metropolitan area and neighboring towns to its south. The model consists of 27 full sigma levels extending from the surface to 50 hPa.
WRF physics options in this study were informed by many previous applications of WRF to warm season mesoscale convection (Evans et al. 2012; Jankov et al. 2005; Yang et al. 2014) . In particular, cloud microphysics and PBL parameterizations have been shown to have significant impacts on the simulation of precipitation under these conditions. Based on prior experience with WRF simulations of the Beijing area Yu and Liu 2015) , we selected an optimal set of WRF physics options (Table 1) . Additional tests were performed to compare the microphysics parameterization and cumulus scheme settings, as these options are known to have a strong influence on the simulation of rainfall in Beijing , and these tests confirmed that the combination of the WRF singlemoment 3-class (WSM3) microphysical scheme (Hong et al. 2004 ) and the cumulus-off option, as listed in Table 1 , outperformed other options in WRF.
In addition, urban surface processes were included using a single-layer UCM in D01 and D02 and the BEP-BEM in D03. Both UCM and BEP-BEM considered the urban surface heterogeneity with three land-cover categories: low-density residential area, highdensity residential area, and commercial area, with impervious fractions of 50%, 90%, and 95%, respectively. Although both UCM and BEP-BEM could estimate AH release in urban areas, compared to the prescribed/ static AH profiles in single-layer UCM, BEP-BEM can dynamically predict AH release based on the outdoor and indoor environment in conjunction with WRF and thus allows direct interactions between the urban surface and PBL. For example, BEP-BEM accounts for variability of building heights within and between urban land-use types. This means that the parameterization of a single urban grid cell accounts for variable building heights, and the distribution of building heights also differs for the three different urban landuse types. This variation in buildings allows for the spatial distribution of anthropogenic heat emission in both horizontal and vertical directions. As noted earlier, AH in UCM is assumed to follow a fixed diurnal pattern, with a peak value of 20 W m 22 for low-intensity residential (LIR) area, 50 W m 22 for highintensity residential (HIR) area, and 90 W m 22 for commercial area (CIT). This assumption may bring unreasonable results, especially when one concentrates on meteorological impacts of urban areas in hot summer and cold winter days. Anthropogenic heat emission from buildings is dominated by heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems (Sailor 2009 (Sailor , 2011 , and the energy consumption of these systems is greatest on hot days [air conditioning (AC)] and cold days (heating). In BEP-BEM, however, AH is coupled with atmospheric processes and is calculated based on indoor temperature and air humidity settings, HVAC time schedules, and indoor population density (Salamanca et al. 2010 ). This means that AH due to cooling and heating systems, and associated equipment energy consumption in buildings, is predicted by the model and varies with time. We use an indoor target temperature of 298 K, which is consistent with standard temperature control for public buildings in Beijing. It is also the default setting in BEM. Because AH emission of AC systems dominates meteorology-based variability in electric consumption in a semiarid metropolitan area (Salamanca et al. 2013) , it is critical to consider the building energy consumption and atmosphere interactions for hot summer events.
It should be noted that BEP-BEM is designed specifically to simulate building energy and thus cannot provide AH emission from the transportation sector. However, specifically for Beijing, we did quantify the AH values due to transportation at different scales. First, in Nie et al. (2014) , we estimated the AH from transportation of the Tsinghua campus under different scenarios, which indicates a daily maximum Q F of ;45 W m 22 under the moderate scenario (i.e., normal business) at the street scale (;20 m). Second, in Nie (2015) , we used the traffic information extracted from an online map service to estimate the spatiotemporal characteristics of AH from transportation of the Beijing core urban area, which suggests a daily mean Q F of ;4 W m 22 at the district scale (;1 km). Because of the relatively minor contribution of transportation to the total AH in Beijing, we thus deem that in this study AH from buildings is a reasonable approximation of total AH.
We isolate the influence of AH on WRF simulations of summertime precipitation events by performing control simulations without anthropogenic heat (AH OFF ) and identical simulations with anthropogenic heat included (AH ON ). The AH ON simulations use BEM defaults to estimate heat emission as a function of meteorology.
b. Land-cover update
The representation of urban surfaces is one key element in mesoscale NWP models because of its significant impact on the urban-atmosphere interactions (Grimmond et al. 2010 ) and related processes [e.g., precipitation (Shepherd 2005) and air pollution transport (Rosenfeld et al. 2008) ]; another key factor for urban simulations is the appropriate land-use dataset. Given the land-use data embedded in WRF (USGS 24 of 1992/93 and MODIS of 2004) are out of date for present scenarios, a land-use map of Beijing was Off 0 generated to more accurately describe the urban surface as well as the spatial distribution of AH sources. The Operational Linescan System (OLS) sensor under the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) was originally designed to observe nighttime cloud cover for meteorological forecasting. Since the sensor is also sensitive to low-intensity visible and nearinfrared light sources, a ''city light'' algorithm was developed for DMSP-OLS data (Elvidge et al. 1997 ) and has been applied to the urban land-use categorization, population and economic growth estimation, and other urban studies [refer to Huang et al. (2014) for a review]. In this study, an annual cloud-free stable light composite product with digital numbers (DNs) for 2013 (data available at ngdc.noaa.gov/eog/) was chosen for categorizing the up-to-date land use in Beijing. The product has been quality controlled, with the background noise, fires, and ephemeral lights removed (Baugh et al. 2010) .
Although the nighttime dataset works well in distinguishing urban boundaries, additional information of pervious surface fraction for each urban grid cell is needed to further categorize subgrid land-use types. To satisfy this need, the Terra MODIS normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) dataset MOD13A3 (temporal and spatial resolutions of month and 1 km, respectively) of 2013 was used to estimate pervious surface fractions. The combined DMSP-OLS and MOD13A3 data were then used to derive detailed urban land-cover information of Beijing. Because of the spatial resolution inconsistency between DMSP-OLS (30 arc s) and MOD13A3 (1 km), DMSP-OLS was unscaled to 1 km as MOD13A3 using a bilinear interpolation algorithm. Both satellite data are then reprojected to a Lambert conic conformal projection to match the coordinate system of the WRF domains.
Following Lu et al. (2008) and Chen et al. (2014) , human settlement index (HSI) was used to classify urban land cover based on a combination of DMSP-OLS satellite nighttime light data and MODIS NDVI, whose key steps are recapitulated as follows:
1) The normalized value of nighttime light data OLS nor is defined as
in which OLS represents the original DN value of the product, ranging from 1 to 63. A threshold of 20 was selected instead of 1 in order to minimize the effect of blooming. 2) To account for cloud contamination and seasonal vegetation, the maximum value of NDVI for each grid, namely, NDVI max , for the whole year is chosen as NDVI max 5 max(NDVI 1 , NDVI 2 , . . . , NDVI 12 ), (3) in which the subscripts of NDVI denote the calendar months of a year. 3) The HSI for each grid cell is calculated as HSI 5
(1 2 NDVI max ) 1 OLS nor (1 2 OLS nor ) 1 NDVI max 1 OLS nor 3 NDVI max .
(4)
As can be seen, for example, a large OLS nor in together with a small NDVI max would result in large HSI, indicating a densely built-up area with a relatively small fraction of vegetation. 4) HSI thresholds are set based on sample locations across Beijing: (i) grids with HSI greater than 95% represent CIT, (ii) grids with HSI between 85% and 95% represent HIR, and (iii) grids with HSI between 55% and 85% represent LIR. 5) This classification was superimposed on the MODIS 20-category land-use dataset to represent the up-to-date surface characteristics of Beijing, as shown in Fig. 1b .
By applying HSI as an indicator to classify the urban land-use types instead of simply using the nighttime light data, urban land classes could be represented more precisely. The combination of NDVI and the nighttime light data is particularly valuable in rapidly growing developing cities, as the nighttime lights alone sometimes miss newly urbanized areas that have relatively low levels of nighttime lighting.
For grid cells classified as LIR, HIR, or CIT, the BEP-BEM module is called in WRF to calculate anthropogenic heat from five basic sources: sensible heat from AC systems, latent heat from AC systems, sensible heat from ventilation, latent heat from ventilation, and energy consumption from electrical equipment. Note that the three types of urban grid cells are not fully covered with built surface. Therefore, the spatial distribution of anthropogenic heat not only depends on the climate forcing, but also the impervious fraction of each type of grid cell. For the sensible heat and latent heat from HVAC system, BEP-BEM calculates the flux based on various parameters, including heat source from the AC system, air density, specific heat at constant pressure, a link parameter between the mesoscale and urban scale, and other factors. Energy consumption from electrical equipment is set as a fixed profile in which the peak value is a function of urban land-cover type, that is, electricity consumption is not sensitive to meteorology, but it does depend on the working schedule of the buildings. Figure 2 provides a simplified summary of the estimation of anthropogenic heat in BEM and its communication to WRF via surface fluxes. MARCH 2017 N I E E T A L .
c. Selected events
In this study, rainfall events are selected that satisfy the following patterns: 1) maximum temperature during each rainfall event exceeds 288C as a representative of warm convection events in order to capture the characteristics of summertime rainfall during high AH emission days and 2) the major convection period appears in the warm afternoon during which the atmosphere is unstable because of daytime heating and updraft motion. To identify a rainfall event, three periods are distinguished: a 6-h prestorm period, a major convective rainfall period, and a 6-h dry-down period. Thresholds of 0.5 and 0.1 mm h 21 are set as the initial and terminal rainfall intensities, respectively, to identify the major convective rainfall period. Based on the above criteria, four summertime events are identified in 2014 and 2015: 1) 0700 local time (LT) 1 July to 0400 LT 2 July 2014, 2) 1000 LT 2 July to 0100 LT 3 July 2014, 3) 1000 LT 27 July to 1300 LT 28 July 2015, and 4) 1300 LT 29 July to 0700 LT 30 July 2015. Figure 3 shows a snapshot of the synoptic weather conditions (geopotential height at 500 hPa) in the prestorm period for each event. In all four events there is a low pressure center to the north of Beijing.
For events 1 and 4, the trough is significant and crosses domain 3 over the course of the event (not shown), indicating a significantly unstable atmospheric condition and synoptically controlled rainfall processes affecting central Beijing. In contrast, for events 2 and 3, there is only a weak low pressure system, and the trough stays to the north of the city throughout the rainfall event, indicating that the synoptic patterns of these two events are almost stationary. For these events synoptic forcing of rainfall is less extreme, so local convection may play a greater role. This study focuses on understanding the impact of anthropogenic heat on the magnitude and spatial distribution of rainfall across all four events, but further analysis of a larger population of synoptic weather patterns could provide further insight on differences in the influence that AH has on different types of rainfall processes.
The in situ observational precipitation data for D03 are provided by the Ministry of Water Resources, China. It is worth noting that some of the observation sites have been updated and relocated during the study time period; therefore, the available observation sites for each event are different. For both events 1 and 2, 38 urban observation stations are applied, but 153 sites are available to capture the meteorological conditions of Fig. 1b . The in situ observational 2-m air temperature data for D03 are provided by the China Meteorological Administration (CMA); 24 sites located in the urban area ( Fig. 1c) with full records of the four events are selected for model evaluation.
Results and discussion

a. Model evaluation
Simulations were evaluated against CMA precipitation observations for all four events (Table 2) .
WRF-UCM-BEM simulations without AH underestimate cumulative precipitation for all events except event 4. Including AH increases total precipitation for all four simulated rain events. This results in a decrease in bias for the two large rainfall events (events 1 and 3) but a small increase in bias for the light rainfall events (events 2 and 4). The total impact of AH for large rainfall measurements is to reduce WRF bias in the simulation of urban precipitation during these warm, high AH days, suggesting that including AH in simulations of urban precipitation could contribute to improved model performance under these conditions. Of course, it is also possible that other model factors are responsible for rainfall underestimates in AH OFF and that including AH simply corrects for these unrelated model biases. Indeed, including AH led to an overestimate of rainfall during the smaller rain events (events 2 and 4), making it difficult to make conclusive statements about the contribution of AH to overall model skill. As pointed out by Pielke and Mahrer (1978) , the ratio of root-mean-square error (RMSE) to the standard deviation of observations s obs for both AH ON and AH OFF exceeds 1 for all the events, indicating that our convection-permitting WRF Model has limited skill in localizing convective rainfall. This may be due to defective ensemble physical schemes or to unrealistic simplification of the model calculation. Surface air temperatures (at 2 m above ground level, hereinafter T 2 ) were evaluated against observations from 24 sites for all four events. Simulated patterns of T 2 variability in both AH ON and AH OFF show overall agreement with the observations, with correlation coefficient at most sites .0.8 for all events except event 1 (Fig. 4) . As can be seen from the normalized standard deviation (i.e., simulated standard deviation normalized by that of observation), WRF performance for the absolute values of distributed T 2 was strong for event 3 but lower for other events; the timing was off for event 1, while the magnitude of peak T 2 was incorrect for events 2 and 4.
A full evaluation of all the factors influencing WRF performance in the Beijing environment is beyond the scope of the study. Here we simply conclude that, for the four studied events, including AH does not degrade WRF performance. In the following section, we explore the general influence that AH has on the simulated urban energy balance, PBL properties, atmospheric stability before and during the rainfall period, and resulting impacts on spatiotemporal rainfall distribution. MARCH 2017 N I E E T A L .
b. AH influence on urban energy balance
( Fig. 5, right) show the peak hour spatial pattern of AH of all events. Sensible heat emissions from air conditioning dominate the AH mix (nearly 80% of total), and as a result total AH sensible heat flux far exceeds AH latent heat flux. As shown in Fig. 5 , the area of higher building density has higher AH values. For example, for the warm convection event 3, though the urbanaveraged AH is only 40.6 W m 22 , that of the commercial area reaches 128.4 W m 22 , indicating a large spatial difference as shown in Fig. 5f . The peak of AH always appears in the late afternoon or early evenings instead of noon, reflecting the timing of maximum air-conditioning loads. To first order, simulated AH follows T 2 , reacting to the need for temperature control in buildings. There is a second-order feedback, however, as AH does have a systematic impact on T 2 averaged across the urban area across the rainfall event (Fig. 6 ). Slightly greater T 2 is found in AH ON for all the events before the onset of rainfall, reflecting the contribution of AH to air temperature. However, AH ON exhibits stronger surface cool down after the onset of convection. This may be due to the fact that convection is stronger in AH ON , with rising motion and import of moist, cooler air. The faster cool-down process, in turn, reduces the emission of AH by reducing the difference of the outdoor and indoor air temperature, resulting in a positive feedback on cooling. The diurnal AH cycle is worth noting because it implies that AH impacts are most likely for afternoon convection. In addition, the spatiotemporal characteristics of AH estimated by the BEP-BEM vary in each event as a function of dynamic atmospheric conditions, providing a more dynamic representation of AH distribution compared to the fixed AH profile setting in UCM. However, it should be noted that a precise representation of AH highly depends on the skill of WRF to capture the timing and magnitude of the air temperature within the urban canyon. Our results show that WRF simulations were able to capture the timing of surface air temperature for all the events except event 1, but that there were errors in the simulation of the magnitude of air temperature, except for event 3.
In WRF simulations for all the selected events, including AH leads to an increase in daytime sensible heat and ground heat flux in urban areas but has little impact on latent heat flux [ Fig. 7 ; see also Eq. (1)], confirming that AH influence on the atmosphere in these simulations is primarily via sensible heat. To further explore AH impact on sensible heat, the hourly averaged spatial difference of sensible heat (AH ON minus AH OFF ) for each event is shown in Fig. 8 . In general, the peak area of sensible heat increase is located in the commercial area, which is consistent with the spatial pattern of AH.
It should be noted that although AH makes almost no contribution to latent heat (less than 5%) in this study, this result depends on the energy consumption method. For cooling via AC system, latent AH is negligible, but anthropogenic activities such as the use of evaporative cooling equipment or chemical reactions involving water release can produce substantial latent heat flux to the atmosphere.
c. AH influence on atmospheric boundary layer
To investigate the anthropogenic heat influence on the atmospheric boundary layer, we examine PBL height, lifting condensation level (LCL), and moist static energy (MSE) density within PBL in AH ON versus AH OFF simulations for each event. In our study, the MYJ PBL scheme is used, which determines the PBL height from prognostically calculated turbulent kinetic energy (TKE). The top of the PBL is defined to be the height where the TKE decreases to a prescribed low value (Janjić 1994) . Urban-averaged PBL heights in the prestorm period in AH ON are systematically greater than AH OFF for all the events (Fig. 9 ). For example, the average PBL height growth in the urban area is nearly 100 m higher in AH ON in the prestorm period for event 2, which could substantially change mixing conditions, considering that the average PBL height is only 885.4 m. The effect is even greater in the commercial area, where AH is greatest (Table 3) .
Unlike the PBL height, the LCL difference between the two simulations, especially for events 1 and 4, tends to emerge in the dry-down period, after the rainfall peak. This pattern is indicative of more intense convection and greater rainfall rates in AH ON relative to AH OFF , leading to greater atmospheric dry-down and a higher postevent LCL. Interestingly, impacts of AH on prestorm MSE density in the lower atmosphere are negligible (Table 3) , as the contribution of AH to thermal energy (c p T, with c p the heat capacity of air and T the air temperature) is approximately counterbalanced by the deepening of the PBL and associated entrainment of lower energy air from the free troposphere. Since AH is almost entirely sensible in these simulations, changes in latent energy (Lq) are small; the slightly smaller latent energy in AH ON for most events reflects the fact that the PBL is drier because of the deepening of the PBL.
d. AH influence on atmospheric stability
To investigate the anthropogenic heat influence on atmospheric stability in the urban area, the vertical gradient of potential temperature u, equivalent potential temperature u e , and pressure velocity v in the prestorm period are evaluated for all events (Table 3) . In all cases, the vertical gradient of u in the lower atmosphere (Du 5 u 2000m 2 u 500m ) is positive, while the vertical gradient of u e is negative, indicating conditionally stable boundary layer conditions during the prestorm period. However, AH warms the near-surface environment, leading to a decrease (increase) in the magnitude of Du (Du e ) for all four events, weakening atmospheric stability. A relatively higher u e and weaker u gradient in AH ON during the prestorm period indicates that AH helps to prime the PBL for convective activity. Analysis of pressure velocity in the prestorm period indicates that, even before the onset of precipitation, there is a tendency for stronger upward motion (stronger negative v) in AH ON relative to AH OFF . During the onset of precipitation, this prestorm difference in v rapidly increases, with AH ON showing faster and stronger development of convective upward motion throughout the PBL (Fig. 10) . Enhanced updraft is associated with stronger convergence in AH ON relative to AH OFF . Figure 11 shows peak hour convergence at 750 hPa during the rainfall period. Enhanced convergence is found in AH ON , especially in the high-density residential and commercial areas. The spatial distribution of convergence features varies by event, but for the heavy rainfall events (events 1 and 4) there is a tendency for the convergence zones to shift from the border to the center of the city in AH ON relative to AH OFF . This result is important because it shows that AH has the potential to influence the distribution of rainfall within and around the urban core, in addition to any impacts that urban surface representation has on the simulated propagation of storm cells (Bornstein and Lin 2000; Miao et al. 2009 ).
It should be noted that though high AH values are always found in commercial areas, which are in the central part of Beijing, the largest convergence zones are displaced from the city center in both AH ON and AH OFF . This might simply reflect the broader synoptic forcing of these rainfall events, which could favor storm FIG. 9 . Temporal profile of urban-averaged PBL height and LCL in AH ON and AH OFF for each event.
TABLE 3. Hourly averaged sensible heat, prestorm PBL height, MSE density within PBL height, vertical gradient of potential temperature (i.e., Du), vertical gradient of equivalent potential temperature (i.e., Du e ), and pressure velocity (i.e., v) for averaged urban area and averaged commercial area in AH OFF and its increase (in parentheses) in AH ON relative to AH OFF for each event. initiation at locations outside the urban core. It might also be influenced by the fact that the core commercial area has a relatively low percentage of pervious surface, leading to low latent heat flux and drier moisture condition compared to other land-cover types-that is, the energy partitioning effect noted in studies indicates that urbanization has a negative impact on precipitation (Zhang et al. 2009 ). In fact, the enhanced convergence zones are more likely to generate over the interface of three urban land covers and the urbanrural borders. Similar results were found in modeling studies of Houston (Shepherd et al. 2010) and Atlanta (Shem and Shepherd 2009 ). The studies of Houston and Atlanta, however, were not specific to AH-they considered the response to urban land cover-and concluded that the convergence pattern could be due to either dynamic (i.e., enhanced surface roughness) or thermodynamic (i.e., flux gradients) characteristics associated with urban land cover. However, in our study, as both the AH ON and AH OFF simulations include urban land-use characteristics, the tendency of convergence to cluster more clearly on land-cover boundaries in AH ON appears to result from the thermodynamic condition alone (i.e., flux gradients associated with the spatial distribution of AH), which in turn appreciates the importance of separating the impacts of dynamic and thermodynamic conditions in studying the urban-atmosphere interactions . More detailed analysis is needed in the future.
e. Cumulative rainfall
Results presented in sections 3b-d indicate that AH increases simulated sensible heat in the urban area, leading to enhanced turbulent energy flux and vertical air mixing over the city, a deeper PBL, and less stable conditions in the lower atmosphere. This is associated with small but systematically larger updraft during the prestorm period, rapid intensification of upward motion during the onset of precipitation, enhanced convergence during the maximum rainfall period, and larger atmospheric drydown during the storm, resulting in a higher poststorm LCL. Here we describe the net impact that these processes have on the magnitude and distribution of rainfall.
Maps of cumulative precipitation show that each event has a distinct spatial character: event 1 is concentrated on the southeastern edge of the city and events 2 and 3 have rain in the northern portion of the domain, while rain in event 4 is distributed across much of the domain (Figs. 12a-d) . In all cases the 500-hPa background winds are generally oriented from the west, but they range from southwesterly (event 1) to northwesterly (event 2). Rainfall differences between AH ON and AH OFF are not as clearly structured as the differences in surface fields, but all four events show increased rainfall in the urban area and surroundings under AH ON compared with AH OFF . This general increase suggests that AH may have the potential to modulate rainfall by increasing the energy available for convection, and the localization of the rainfall enhancement is a result of small shifts in convection cells and background winds across the domain. This enhancement is also consistent with the results of Feng et al. (2012) for Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region at larger spatiotemporal scale analysis.
It is interesting to note, however, that the timing of enhancement differs across events (Fig. 13 ). For events 1 and 3, cumulative rainfall is larger in AH ON during the whole process, suggesting that rainfall of these events is triggered earlier because of AH; however, for events 2 and 4, the evolution of rainfall lags behind in AH ON for a period of time and then exceeds the amount in AH OFF later. This suggests that AH acts to increase precipitation yield even if the initial onset is delayed. The difference between these temporal patterns could reflect the fact that AH influences rainfall through multiple mechanisms. In some cases, AH causes the PBL to deepen to the LCL faster in AH ON than AH OFF when there can be an earlier onset of rainfall, while in other cases entrainment at the top of the PBL can actually delay the onset of rain, but destabilization of the lower atmosphere due to AH eventually leads to deeper convection and more total rainfall.
Previous research has shown that urbanization can influence rainfall patterns through multiple mechanisms that would be active at different points in the convection process, including impacts on low-level moisture and direct heating due to the UHI effect (Bornstein and Lin 2000; Dixon and Mote 2003; Shem and Shepherd 2009 ). Our study differs from this previous work in that we are specifically concerned with AH, rather than with the entire UHI phenomenon. Nevertheless, we see some mechanistic consistency in the fact that heating associated with the urban core can influence convection through impacts on stability and moisture. We do caution that our analysis only considers AH and intentionally excludes the multiple factors known to contribute to the UHI as a whole (e.g., surface thermal properties, urban geometry, vegetation effects, and pollution). The AH signal that we see in our simulations suggests a systematic effect on rainfall, but the magnitude of this signal is small relative to the full urban impact on precipitation process.
Conclusions
This study investigated the impact of anthropogenic heat on summertime urban rainfall events in Beijing. To explore the mechanism of this impact, we conducted controlled simulations (AH OFF ) and identical simulations with AH (AH ON ) for four summer rainfall events using BEP-BEM within the WRF Model. The main findings are as follows and are summarized in Fig. 14: 1) Anthropogenic heat (AH) exerts a large impact on surface energy balance, primarily by increasing sensible heat flux. Considering the high heat admittance of the building materials, AH is largest for commercial areas, which are more densely built up than the other two urban categories, and has the greatest impact on sensible heat flux in these areas. 2) Increase in sensible heat due to AH leads to a higher PBL height during the prestorm period in AH ON for all events, though the magnitude of the difference varies between events. This deeper PBL has approximately the same MSE density as in AH OFF , indicating that AH ON has deeper penetration of relatively high energy, turbulent PBL air, which can increase the potential for triggering convection. 3) Reduced stability within the PBL is observed during the prestorm period, as evident in the vertical gradient of potential temperature, equivalent potential temperature, and pressure velocity. This destabilization and updraft provides conditions that are more favorable to the development of convective precipitation. 4) During the storm event, convergence is more intense and tends to penetrate into the urban area in AH ON relative to AH OFF . In particular, the strongest convergence zones form on the border rather than core areas of LIR/HIR or HIR/CIT where high AH emissions occur. The fact that this urban boundary effect is observed in our AH ON versus AH OFF simulations suggests that the phenomena can be triggered by heating contrasts alone. Shem and Shepherd (2009) identified this border effect due to urban land cover and hypothesized that it was due to roughness effects and/or flux gradients. Since roughness is identical in the AH ON and AH OFF simulations, only heating contrasts can explain the result in our simulations. 5) Although the AH influence on cumulative rainfall in these simulations is an increase in all events, this result should be interpreted with caution, as the AH influence is small relative to model uncertainty for some events. The temporal evolution of rainfall in AH ON relative to AH OFF , however, differs between events according to the synoptic conditions, suggesting that multiple mechanisms are involved in enhancing precipitation. AH can trigger earlier initialization of rainfall for conditions of locally driven convection, through PBL growth and local destabilization of the lower atmosphere, and it may also enhance total precipitation yield during a rainfall event because of greater available energy for convection.
The possible pathways of AH in influence on urban summertime rainfall identified in this study are summarized in Fig. 14: anthropogenic heat emission increases sensible heat flux, enhances mixing and turbulent energy transport, lifts PBL height, increases dry static energy, and destabilizes the atmosphere in urban areas through thermal perturbation and strong updraft during the prestorm period. This results in enhanced convergence during the major rainfall period. Intensified rainfall leads to greater atmospheric drydown during the storm and a higher poststorm LCL. Therefore, AH may enhance urban rainfall and may also modify the spatial pattern of the rainfall.
This study advances a small but growing literature on the impact that AH has on urban hydrometeorology by comparing AH ON and AH OFF simulations that both include urban morphology. Considering the substantial magnitude of AH emission compared with other urban energy balance terms and its potential impact on urban turbulence transport, PBL development, and atmospheric instability, we suggest that anthropogenic heat should be considered when performing NWP or model-based FIG. 12 . Spatial distribution of cumulative rainfall and horizontal background wind speed at 500 hPa for (a) event 1, (b) event 2, (c) event 3, and (d) event 4 in AH ON and its difference compared to AH OFF for (e) event 1, (f) event 2, (g) event 3, and (h) event 4.
regional climate studies in urban areas. The use of BEP-BEM provides a widely applicable and easily accessible way to obtain dynamic spatiotemporal AH estimates for nonindustrial cities where buildings contribute the dominant part of total anthropogenic heat. This study does have certain limitations that are important to appreciate. First, the conclusions are drawn from four short rainfall events in Beijing. More events of different rainfall types in multiple locations need to be examined to overcome the limitation of a short record in a single city. In addition, although the AH impact on PBL and atmospheric instability is consistent for all simulated events, its impact on rainfall may be influenced by external factors (e.g., background synoptic condition and moisture availability) that require further exploration. Also, to fully verify the proposed mechanism by which AH influences urban rainfall, future work is required to extend this study to include other sources of AH beyond the building sector. Evaluation of these high-resolution rainfall simulations is also a challenge for the community. The urban rainfall monitoring network used in this study was only recently deployed, and its coverage could still be improved (Yang et al. 2015) . As the data record grows, it will be possible to study model performance for a larger number of summer rainfall events and to achieve more robust assessment of the influence of AH on model performance. 
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